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bottom portal, raised from the floor of the fraction collector,
prevents condensed fractions from falling downwards
through a path of entry . Rather, condensed fractions exit in
liquid form out a side portal. The fraction collector further
has side walls which are , in embodiments, partially vertical
and /or partially curvilinear and /or partially bulbous. The
distillation head also can have a top portal through which a
vacuum can be applied .
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A distillation head with fraction collector is disclosed . In

embodiments thereof, the fraction collector has a bottom

Fractions which condense fall to the floor and a lip of the
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portal which is raised up from the floor or bottom thereof.
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BULBOUS FRACTIONAL COLLECTOR IN
DISTILLATION HEAD

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSED TECHNOLOGY
[0001] The disclosed technology relates generally to dis
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[0007 ] The fraction collector, in embodiments of the dis

closed technology, has bulbous side walls which curvilin
early extend into the vertical tube at a bottom side thereof
and a to vacuum portal at a top side thereof. The vertical tube

extends into the fraction collector less than 25 % by height in

tillation and , more specifically, to distillation equipment

some embodiments . “ Curvilinear " is defined as “ being in a

with a fraction collector .

“ having a bulging section being wider than narrower adja
cent and continuous sections."
[0008] Described another way , a fraction collector of
embodiments of the disclosed technology has a horizontal
bottom side, a combination of a vertical and curvilinear side

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSED
TECHNOLOGY

[0002 ] Distillation or fractional distillation is carried out
that are expelled therefrom . This can be done while raising
the temperature , as each compound boils at a different
temperature. However,when working with small amounts of
starting raw material or items which have close boiling
points, this can be difficult , as multiple compounds get

by heating a solid or liquid and removing gaseous vapors

removed simultaneously . Further , a problem can arise when
the temperature throughout the distillation equipment is not

constant, and some of the vapor re - condenses before being
evacuated from a distillation chamber .
[ 0003) Thus, there is a need to find a way to distill with
greater efficiency and separation of compounds , while pre

venting vapors from re -condensing back into the product
being distilled .

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSED
TECHNOLOGY

continuous line which curves.” “ Bulbous” is defined as

wall, a top portal, and a bottom side . An interior space of the

fraction collector is defined by a space between the bottom

side , the side wall, and the top portal. A vertical tube extends

past the bottom side into the interior space of the fraction

collector .

[0009 ] A side exit portal whose bottom most extent is at

the bottom side of the fraction collector can be adjacent
to / join with the interior space of the fraction collector . The
vertical tube and the top portal have , in embodiments of the
disclosed technology , a same circumference and are aligned
horizontally with each other. That is , the bulbous fraction
collector interrupts " an otherwise continuous vertical chan

nel extending through a vertical tube both below and above

the fraction collector.
[0010 ] Said yet another way, a fraction collector of

embodiments of the disclosed technology forms a bulbous

section between a vertical tube entering into a bottom side

[0004 ] The terms “ top” and “ bottom ” refer to compared to

of the bulbous section and a top portal, the top portal aligned
with the vertical tube. The top portal, in some embodiments ,

which is closed towards the direction ofpull of gravity (such

as the center of the Earth ) whereas the “ top ” point is furthest

is formed from a piece of glass which is continuous with the
bulbous section . A bottom side of the bulbous section curves

therefrom such that gravity pulls from high to low . Thus, a
distillation head of embodiments of the disclosed technology

without a break or space” ) the vertical tube, the vertical tube

a direction of a pull of gravity . The “ bottom ” point is that

has a vertical tube extending into a fraction collector. The

fraction collector is a part of glassware ( or other material)

which an interior space which is entered into and extends

below an upper most extentof a vertical tube, and a side exit
portal aligned with a bottom most extend of the fraction
collector and being lower than an upper most extent of the

vertical tube.
[0005 ] The fraction collector has a side portal and/or exit
region attached to a condenser or other device which can

form a unitary or separate structure with /to the distillation

head . An " exit region ” is defined as a portion with a bottom

side extending past vertical extends of glassware between

the interior space of the fraction collector and another
element of the glassware ; the " exit region " can be a single

vertical plane or have a horizontal extent. The condenser, in

embodiments of the disclosed technology , is external to the

fraction collector and connects thereto by way of the exit

region there between . The exit region can be perpendicular
to the vertical tube . The fraction collector is free from

obstruction ( unencumbered ) other than the vertical tube

forming a shelf ( top edge of the vertical tube ) therein .
[0006 ] The fraction collector, in embodiments of the dis
closed technology, has vertical side walls, the vertical side

into and is continuous with (defined as " connected thereto

extending both upwards and downwards past a point where
the bulbous section meets the vertical tube .

[0011 ] A side exit portal cuts into the bulbous section and
has a bottom side which is horizontal and continuous with
the bottom side of the fraction collector in embodiments of

the disclosed technology . The vertical tube extends into the
bulbous section at least 10 % and no more than 40 % , by
height thereof in some embodiments of the disclosed tech

nology.
[0012] A “ distillation head ” is defined as a device in which
vapors of a solid , liquid , or combination solid and liquid
product to be distilled move upwards therein before exiting
into a distribution adapter or condenser. “ Distillate ” refers to
and is defined as the vapor, liquid , or combination thereof

which exits , by way of the fraction collector, from the

distillation head and is ultimately fractionally distilled into

component parts, each component part having different

physical properties such as a different boiling point. For

purposes of this disclosure , material packing is synonymous
with “ Raschig rings” and are defined as inert packing
material which stays structurally intact through changes in
temperature and passage of vapors there - around during

walls interrupted by a section of curvilinear side walls . The

fractional distillation . Interior extending flanges fixedly
attached to an inside of the vertical tube can also be used in

curvilinear side walls, in some embodiments of the disclosed
technology, are within a top quarter of a length of the vertical

embodiments of the disclosed technology.

side walls ( of the fraction collector). The fraction collector
can further have a top portal, being a top vacuum portal
which is open to the outside of the distillation head .

[0013 ] Any device or step to a method described in this

of, or the parts which make up the device or step . The term

disclosure can comprise , or consist of, that which it is a part

" and /or” is inclusive of the itemswhich it joins linguistically
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and each item by itself. Any element or described portion of
the claims in this manner. Where used , “ substantially ” is

the devices shown can be “ substantially ” as such , if used in

defined as " within a 5 % tolerance level thereof."
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[ 0014 ] FIG . 1 shows a top and side perspective view of a
distillation head.

[0015 ] FIG . 2 shows a bottom and reverse side perspective
view thereof.

[0016 ] FIG . 3 shows a side view , the reverse side being a
mirror image thereof.

[0017 ]
[0018 ]
[0019 ]
[0020 ]

FIG . 4 shows a front view thereof.
FIG . 5 shows a rear view thereof.
FIG . 6 shows a top plan view thereof.
FIG . 7 shows a bottom plan view thereof.

[0021] FIG . 8 shows a cutaway view of the side along
section line 8 -8 of FIG . 6 .

[0022 ] FIG . 9 shows another version of the distillation
head of FIG . 1, having one of any height thereof.
[0023] FIG . 10 shows a cutaway view of the side of FIG .
9 along section line 8 -8 of FIG . 6 .
[0024 ] FIG . 11 shows a taller version of the distillation
head of FIG . 1 .

[0025 ] FIG . 12 shows a cutaway view of the side of FIG .
11 along section line 8 - 8 of FIG . 6 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
OF THE DISCLOSED TECHNOLOGY

[0026 ] The distillation head of embodiments of the dis

closed technology has a flat collecting surface 360 degrees
around an upward extending tube. A prior version having
some of the elements of this patent is found in U . S . Pat. No .

10 ,029, 188 to the same inventor. However, the prior version

has a distillation key and larger collecting surface . The

present technology has a fraction collector formed from a
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vacuum placed a top side of the distillation head . Purity of
the distillate fractions has also been increased with the

present technology
[0029 ] The technology is best understood in view of the
following discussion of the stages of distillation and figures.
Discussing the figures simultaneously , FIG . 1 shows a top
and side perspective view of a distillation head . FIG . 2
shows a bottom and reverse side perspective view thereof.
FIG . 3 shows a side view , the reverse side being a mirror
image thereof. FIG . 4 shows a front view thereof. FIG . 5
shows a rear view thereof. FIG . 6 shows a top plan view
thereof. FIG . 7 shows a bottom plan view thereof. FIG . 8

shows a cutaway view of the side along section line 8 - 8 of
FIG . 6 . FIG . 9 shows another version of the distillation head

of FIG . 1 , having one of any height thereof. FIG . 10 shows
a cutaway view of the side of FIG . 9 along section line 8 - 8
of FIG . 6 . FIG . 11 shows a taller version of the distillation
head of FIG . 1 . FIG . 12 shows a cutaway view of the side
of FIG . 11 along section line 8 - 8 of FIG . 6 .
10030 ) The distillation head 1 is connected to a condenser

200 or other devices through which distilled fractions (dis
tillate ) exits via a side exit region or portal 50 into the

condenser upper region 52 . A vertical tube 10 (or substan

tially vertical tube ) is situated above material to be distilled

which is heated such that vapors there -from rise up the

vertical tube 10 into a fraction collector 40 ( see also defi
nition in the “ summary ” section ).

10031 ] The fraction collector 40 has an unencumbered/

unobstructed interior which is free from blockage and open

to passage of vapors and /or liquids there-through but for a

top region 12 of the vertical tube 10 which extends above a

plane defined by the bottom -most side 49 of the fraction
collector 40 . This bottom most plane ( side ) 49 is a horizontal
plane in embodiments of the disclosed technology and is

situated along, for example, the line in FIG . 3 which is
horizontal and just below the top section 12 of the vertical
tube 10 , dividing a top section 12 of the vertical tube from
the rest of the vertical tube 10 . The bottom most extent of the
fraction collector 40 can also be seen , for example , in FIG .

cylindrical base and mid -region with narrowing top side.
The fraction collector is entirely open within it ' s outer walls
but for the lower tube entering therein the area contained

59 of the exit portal 50 as the exit portal50 is in line with /has

within the outer walls . This allows the fraction collector of

interior space. That is, the bottom side 49 of the fraction

the present technology to be used with shorter distillation

heads lacking a distillation key or the like of the prior

8 at a horizontal dashed line extending in line with a bottom
a lowest extent equal to that of the fraction collector 40
collector is at a same height as a bottom side 59 of the exit
portal or exit region 50 are both horizontal in embodiments

versions.
10027 ] The tube entering into the fraction collector creates

of the disclosed technology . The terms “ horizontal” and
" vertical " are used with reference to the " top " and " bottom "

beneath the shelf where vapors condense . The shelf is equal

a shelf at the top edge of the tube and circumferential lip just
height/ joins with a side exit portal. In this manner, hot

as described in the summary and / or with reference to how
FIG . 8 is shown on the page and/ or with reference to how the

vapors extend up the tube and when the vapors cool and

vertical tube 10 at a “ bottom " until the fraction collector 40

become liquid or solid they do so to the side of the tube and
fall to the shelfwhere they then exit rather than falling back
down the tube .
[ 0028 ] Thus , the shelf is 360 degree " collection dish ” to
the exterior of a vertical distillation tube and near the top
edge thereof (within 10 % of a distance from top of the
vertical tube ) . A vacuum to pull discharge is at the top side
of the distillation head , and in embodiments , is only at the

top side thereof. Having a vacuum at the top side prevents

condensed fractions in liquid form from being sucked into

the vacuum as the vacuum is calibrated , in embodiments of

the disclosed technology , to be less strong than what is able

to pull liquid from the fraction collector up through a

device is designed for use with vapors extending from the

which is mostly “ above ” the vertical tube 10 .
[0032 ] The fraction collector 40 , in embodiments of the
disclosed technology , can be bulbous . This means that a

central region thereof is wider than the at least a top portion

thereof and in some embodiments, also a bottom portion
thereof . There can be a combination of a straight vertical
walls and curvilinear walls . In one such embodiment, there

is a vertical wall 45 above a curvilinear lower side wall 46

and curvilinear upper side wall 44 , the length of the lower
The rounded nature of the top and bottom regions of the side

side wall 46 being less than that of the upper side wall 44 .

wall prevents vortexes and/ or abrupt de -condensation at

shape edges as each of the edges is somewhat rounded in the
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fraction collector excepting for the bottom side 49 which is
used for condensation to gather there -on .
[0033 ] A top edge or top portal 42 of the bulbous fraction
collector 40 is open to a top portal 42 which is vertically at
the top of the fraction collector 40 and opens into a vacuum

portal region 30 and top portal 32 of the vacuum portal
region . A vacuum can be attached thereto to pull gas

upwards and out of the distillation unit 1 while condensed

vapors fall to the bottom of the fraction collector 40 , along

the bottom edge 49 in liquid form . Such liquid condensation

exits through the side exit portal 50 by way of gravity .
tube 10 substantially or fully can prevent vapors from falling
back down the vertical tube 10 . Instead , the condensation
takes place at the cooler sides and falls outside the vertical
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fraction collector exterior to the lower tube 10 , as warmer
vapors continue to rise (preventing condensation ) directly
above / out of the top side of the lower tube 10 . These
condensed vapors, now liquid , exit through the side portal

50 and drop down into the condenser 200 .

[0037 . While the disclosed technology has been taught
with specific reference to the above embodiments , a person
having ordinary skill in the art will recognize that changes

can be made in form and detail without departing from the

spirit and the scope of the disclosed technology . The

Continued warmer vapors extending up through the vertical

described embodiments are to be considered in all respects
only as illustrative and not restrictive . All changes that come
within the meaning and range of equivalence of the claims
are to be embraced within their scope. Combinations of any

tube 10 on to the floor or bottom side 49 of the fraction

are also contemplated and within the scope of the disclosed

collector 40 .

[0034 ] Note that, in embodiments of the disclosed tech

nology , the vertical tube 30 /vacuum portal 30 is aligned
with , or substantially aligned with , the lower tube 10 . In this
manner, it is as if the lower tube 10 is interrupted by the
fraction collector 40 before continuing above the fraction

collector 40 , e .g. above the top extremity 42 of the fraction
collector.
[0035 ] As seen perhaps most easily in FIG . 3 , the fraction

collector interior space is defined by, in some embodiments

of themethods, systems, and devices described herein -above
technology.
I claim :

1 . A distillation head , comprising:
a vertical tube extending into a fraction collector;
a fraction collector having a side portal exit region

extending from said fraction collector to a condenser

which is perpendicular to said vertical tube ;
said fraction collector being free from obstruction other
than said vertical tube forming a shelf therein .

2 . The fraction collector of claim 1, further comprising
section of curvilinear side walls.

of the disclosed technology , a bottom most side 49 (being

solid glass or other solid material interrupted by a vertical

vertical side walls, said vertical side walls interrupted by a

tube 10 ), a top most side 42 (being the top portal) and side
walls 44, 45 , and 46 extending there- between . A side exit

3 . The fraction collector of claim 2 , wherein said curvi
linear side walls are within a top quarter of a length of said
vertical side walls.

portal 50 cuts into a portion of a side wall 46 and /or 45 for
distillate to exit from the fraction collector. The vertical tube
10 extends into the interior space defined by, and as defined

herein , the fraction collector 40 at a top section 12 thereof.
This forms a condensation region 48 of the fraction collector
40 which is exterior to the vertical tube 10 / 12 , lower than an
upper most extent of the vertical tube 10/ 12 , and within the
fraction collector 40 . In this condensation region 48 within
the fraction collector 40 and exterior to the vertical tube 10

vapors which condense collect as liquids before exiting from
the side portal, the side portal having a lower most extent

aligned with the lower most extent of the fraction collector

40 as described above .
[0036 ] Referring now to FIG . 1 in specific ,an entry portal

region 20 is shown which attaches to a flask or other holder
of a material (liquid , solid , or combination thereof) to be

distilled in embodiments of the disclosed technology . The
material being distilled passes upwards through the lower

vertical tube 10 , which , in embodiments , is inline with the
entry portal region 20 . In some embodiments , the lower tube

10 has interior flanges 15 and/ or Raschig rings to support or

is packing material which allows for more even heating or
the like . Vapors then extend further upwards and out of the

lower tube 10 into the fraction collector 40 which extends,
and has an interior space which extends, around the lower
tube 10 , a side exit portal 50 , and an upper extent/portal 42 .
The side walls are vertical, curvilinear, linear, and/ or a
combination thereof. A vacuum can be applied to the top

portal 32 , pulling gas, such as atmospheric air, upwards and

aiding in the pull of vapors. The pull of the vacuum / suction
is calibrated , in embodiments of the disclosed technology, to

be less strong than required to pull vapors and /or pull liquid

4 . The fraction collector of claim 1 , further comprising a

top vacuum portal.

5 . The fraction collector of claim 4 , wherein said top
vacuum portal extends to an outside of said distillation head .
6 . The fraction collector of claim 1, wherein said fraction
collector comprises bulbous side walls which curvilinearly
extend into said vertical tube at a bottom side thereof and a
to vacuum portal at a top side thereof.
7 . The fraction collector of claim 6 , wherein said vertical
tube extends into said fraction collector less than 25 % by
height.

8. A fraction collector comprising :
a horizontal bottom side ;
a combination of a vertical and curvilinear side wall ;
a bottom side;
wherein a space between said bottom side, said side wall ,
and a top side , opposite said bottom side, define an
interior space of said fraction collector and a vertical

tube extends past said bottom side into said interior

space of said fraction collector.
9 . The fraction collector of claim 8 , further comprising a
side exit portal whose bottom most extent is at said bottom
side of said fraction collector.
10 . The fraction collector of claim 9 , wherein said fraction
collector further comprises a top portal at said top side and
said vertical tube and said top portal have a same circum
ference and are aligned horizontally with each other.
11 . A fraction collector forming a bulbous section

between a vertical tube entering into a bottom side of said

out of the distillation unit 1 . Rather, the vapors cool in the

bulbous section and a top portal, said top portal aligned with

fraction collector 40 and condense to the bottom of the

said vertical tube.
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12 . The fraction collector of claim 11, wherein said top
portal is formed from a piece of glass which is continuous
with said bulbous section .
13 . The fraction collector of claim 12 , wherein a bottom
side of said bulbous section curves into and is continuous
with said vertical tube, said vertical tube extending both
upwards and downwards past a point where said bulbous
section meets said vertical tube.
14 . The fraction collector of claim 13, wherein a side exit
portal cuts into said bulbous section and has a bottom side
which is horizontal and continuouswith said bottom side of
said fraction collector.
15 . The fraction collector of claim 14 , wherein said

vertical tube extends into said bulbous section at least 10 %
and no more than 40 % , by height thereof .
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16 . A distillation head comprising :
a fraction collector forming a unitary structure with a
lower tube , said lower tube extending above a bottom

side of said fraction collector ;

an exit portal on a side of said fraction collector.
17 . The distillation head of claim 16 , wherein said fraction

collector is a single glass unit fixedly attached within said
distillation head .

18. The distillation head of claim 17 , wherein a space
between a portion of said lower tube which is within said
interior space of said fraction collector and side walls of said
fraction collector is where vapors passing up through said
lower tube are condensed into liquid before flowing through
said exit portal.

19 . The distillation head of claim 18 , wherein where said
exit portal joins with said fraction collector each of said exit
portal, said exit portal extends to and is horizontally in line
with said bottom side of said fraction collector.
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